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ON THE PROPOSITIONAL SYSTEM A
OF VUCKOVIC AND ITS EXTENSION. II
BOLESLAW SOBOCINSKI

6.* Completeness of <A. The axioms F1-F18 given in 5, together with
the rules of procedure Rl and Rll are verified by the matrices βl-β4.
Therefore, in order to prove that system cA determined by these matrices
is finitely asiomatizable it has to be shown that every thesis verified by
^ill-^8H4 is a consequence of the axioms F1-F18 taken together with the rules
Rl and Rll. Such a proof can be obtained in several ways, and here I shall
present the following one:
Let us assume that there are the theses verified by βl-β4 and which
are independent from the adopted axiom-system F1-F18. Hence, among
them there must exist the shortest independent thesis. It will be shown that
such a thesis does not exist, and, therefore, that every thesis verified by
βl-β% is a consequence of F1-F18 taken together with Rl and Rll.
6.1 This proof will be conducted as follows. Let us assume that there
exists formula .21 which is the shortest independent thesis. Then, it possesses a certain structural form, i.e. it belongs to a certain structural type
T. Hence:
(i) If in the field of c4 every formula % belonging to the given type T is
inferentially equivalent to one or several such formulas that each of them
either is shorter than % or is a consequence of F1-F18 or is falsified by
βl-β%, then, obviously, the shortest independent thesis .21' cannot belong to
the type T.
(ii) On the other hand, if in the field of c4 every formula δ belonging to the
given type T is inferentially equivalent to one or several such formulas that
1) at least one of these formulas belongs to certain type ΊH which is simpler
in some respect than T, and 2) the remaining formulas are shorter than 8,
then, obviously, in the field of c49 % is a consequence of the independent
*The first part of this paper appeared in Notre Dame Journal of Formal Logic, v. V
(1964), pp. 141-153. It will be referred throughout this part as [l4]. See the additional Bibliography given at the end of this part. An acquaintance with [l4] is presupposed.
Received February 1, 1964
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thesis belonging to the simpler type T f . Therefore, in such a case we can
assume that there exists the shortest independent thesis, say 2IT, belonging
to T\
(iii) Finally, after showing that in the field of <A every formula verified by
βl-β$ and allegedly independent from F1-F18 is equivalentially reducible
to one or several formulas belonging to a very simple and special structural
type T M , it will be proved that every formula of T t τ either is falsified by
βl-β4 or is a simple consequence of F1-F18. Since this conclusion proves
that the shortest independent thesis H does not exist, it proves that every
thesis which is verified by ^Kl-^fl4 is a consequence of the axioms F1-F18
taken together with the rules Rl and Rll.
(iv) It has to be noted that in the presented below reasonings we shall constantly and tacitly make use of the fact that every we 11-formed propositional
formula is constructed from a finite only number of capital and small Latin
letters.
6.2 In order to present the proofs given below in a compact way, I
shall use here the following symbols and abbreviations:
(v) The small Greek letters will denote the well-formed subformulas of
the propositional formulas being under investigation.
(vi) For an arbitrary small Latin letter, say p, a small German letter, say
α, will denote a formula which is either p or Np or NNp or CpNp.
(vii) If Γ represents a certain formula, then Γ(^> and Γ(-P) mean respectively that Γ contains or does not contain the variables which are equiform
with the letter p.
(viii) It will be said that the certain formulas belong to the same structural
type T, if after replacing their well-formed subformulas by the letters α, β,
y, etc. it can be shown that they possess a similar structural form. Thus,
e.g., the axioms Fl and F2 belong to the type CaCβγ, but the axioms F3 and
F5 do not belong.
(ix) The abbreviation
{a} ϋ? {&;

ft;...βm}:

[MR L ;... MK K ;JF\; .. .Fr ], for m,n,r ^1

means that in virtue of the metarules MRX...MRW established in 5.2 and
the theses FΣ... Fr proved in 5.1 every formula a which belongs to the
given type T is inferentially equivalent to the set of the formulas βύ ... βm •
6.3 Let us assume that formula a verified by βl-β4 is the shortest
thesis which is independent from the adopted axiom-system. Since for an
arbitrary small Latin letter, e.g., p, the formulas p, Np and NNp are
falsified by βl and βZ and since in the field of the system cA for any
formula NNNa
{NNNa} ϊ+ {Na}: [F72; F77]
holds, the shortest independent thesis, if it exists, must belong to one of the
following nine structural types:
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T1 NKaβ

12 NAaβ :
16 NNOaβ

13 NCaβ
11 Kaβ

T4 NNKaβ
T8 Aaβ
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T5 NNAaβ

19 Caβ

6.4 But, since in the field of c4ior any formula belonging to the types
TT-T8 the following deductions:
(1) Ad TV.
(2) Ad 12:
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Ad
Ad
Ad
Ad
Ad
Ad

13:
T4:
15:
16:
17:
IB:

{NKaβ} ^ {CNNaNβ}: [F96; F95]
{NAaβ} ^ {CNaNβ CNβNa CaNβ CβNβ} :[F15;F16;F103;F104;
F123]
{NCaβ} ^ {a Nβ} : [F70;F5;F4]
{NNKaβ} Zϊ {NNa NNβ}: [F97;F98;Fll]
{NNAaβ} ^ {CNβNNa CNNaCNNβCCaNaβ}: \F118\F121\F120\
{NNCaβ}^ {CaNNβ}: [F84;F86]
{Kaβ}^ {a β}: [F6;F7;F8]
{Aaβ}^ {cCaββ} : [F109; F106]

hold, we know that .21, if it exists, is such that
(a) it cannot belong to the types T3, T4 and 17,
and
(b) If it belongs to one of the types T1, 12, IS, 16 or T8, then it is inferentially equivalent to one or several theses belonging to T9.
Hence, it is sufficient to analyse the case when there are independent
theses of T9.
6.4 Every propositiofial formula $ belonging to T9 possesses, obviously, the following structural form
(a) Ca1Ca2C... Canβ

for n >1; and where β is not an implication

If, for 1 ^ i ^ n, aι has a form NNNγ or if β has a form NNNδ, then in
virtue of MR I, bΛRU,F72, F77 and F24 we can always eliminate equivalently
the first two negations from such α* or β. Moreover, if in formula ®, which
satisfies (a), for 1 ^ i < j ^ n, a{ = άj, then due to MRI, i^3£ and F20 we
are able to drop equivalently α ; from formula ®. Therefore, for obvious
reasons in our further considerations we shall analyse only such formulas
of T9 which have the structural form
(β) CaιCa2C... Canβ, for n ^ i , where β is not an implication, and where,
for 1 ^i< j ^ n, en Φ G?; , and neither α,- HOT 0 have a form NNNγ.
Since every formula of T9 satisfying (β) possesses at least one antecedent «!, it can be presented conveniently as a formula belonging to the
type
T10 CαjΓ
where formula CaJP belongs to T9 satisfying condition (β), and Γ is an
abreviation of the formula Ca2C... Canβ.
6.4.1 Since thesis 21, if it exists, is reducible equivalently to one or
several independent theses of T9, it is sufficient now for our purpose to
assume that there is thesis S3 which is the shortest independent thesis belonging to the type 19. Since, by assumption, δ is the shortest independent
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thesis of T9, it must belong to T10, and, therefore, it must belong to one of
the following subtypes of T10:
T11 CNKaβT; T12 CNAaβΓ; T13 CNCaβT; T14
T15 CNNAaβT;

T16 CNNCaβT; T17 CKaβT; T18

CNNKaβT
CAaβT

T19 CCaβ Γ, where for an arbitrary small Latin letter, say p,Caβϊ

CpNp

T20 CαΓ, where for an arbitrary small Latin letter, say />, α is either p or
Np or NNp or C/>iV/>.
Since in the field of c4 for any formula belonging to the types T11-T18
the following equivalent transformations:
(9) Ad T11: {CNKaβT} ^ {cCNNaNβT}: [F24; F86; F84]
(10) Ad T12: {CNAaβΓ} ^ {CCaNaCCβNβCCNaNβCCNβNaΓ}: [F35;F123;
F34; F102\ F104; F15; F16]
(ll)Aί?T13: {CNCaβΓ}^ {CaT CNβT}: [F28;F4\F30\F70;Fδ]
(12)AdT]4: {CNNKaβT} ^ {CNNaCNNβT}: [F28\FU\F30\F37\F38]
(13) Ad T15: {CNNAaβT} ^ {cCNNaCNNβCCaNaβCCNβNNaT}: \F28\F120\
F3O;F121;F18]
(U)AdT16: {CNNCaβT} ^ {CCaNNβT}: [F24;F86;F84]
(15)AdTΠ: {CKaβT}^ {CaCβT}: [F28;F8;F30;F6;F7]
(W)AdJ]B: {CAaβT}^ {caT CβT}: [F24;F109;F106]
hold, we know that 8, if it exists, is such that
(c) it cannot belong to the types T13 and T18
(d) if it belongs to Til, T12, T15 or T16, it is reducible equivalently to a
thesis of T19 and
(e) if it belongs to T14 or T17, then it is inferenially equivalent to a thesis
which instead of one antecedent of the form NNKaγ or Kay possesses two
antecedentes each of which is shorter than that from which they are
generated.
Therefore, if the case (e) occurs, then it means that in the field of <A
thesis δ which belongs to T10 and has a form CaJ? is inferentially
equivalent to a thesis, say Bf, which belongs to T9 and has such form
Cγ1Cγ2Γ that the formulas γλ and y 2 are shorter than ax. Hence we can
now distinguish the following three cases
(f) thesis £' belongs to T9, but it has no form of T10
(g) thesis δ f belongs to one of the types T11-T18
(h) thesis δ f belongs to T19 or T20.
If £ τ belongs to (f), then, by MR!, MRII, F20, F24y F38, F72 and F779 it
is obviously equivalent to a thesis belonging to the cases (g) or (h). Since
f
the antecedent σλ of δ is shorter than ax of 55, in the case (g) a finite number of applications of the reasonings (9)-(16) presented above and, eventually, of MRI, MRII, F20, F24, F389 F72 and F77 will reduce equivalently
τ
thesis δ , and, therefore, also thesis 3B to one or several theses belonging
to T19 or T20. Thus, we obtained the proof that in the field of cA thesis »,
if it belongs to T11-T18, is equivalent to one or several theses belonging to
T19 or T20. Since δ is an independent thesis, there must, therefore, exist
the independent theses belonging to T19 or T20.
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6.4.2 Hence, let us assume that there are the independent theses of
T19 and among them thesis € is the shortest one. Then, £ belongs to one of
the following subtypes of T19:
T21 CCaCγδΓ;

T22 CCaγΓ, where γ has no form Cδξ.

Since in the field ot*4:
(ll)Ad T21: {CCaCγδT}^

{CδΓ; CCγδT; CCaδT}: [F58;F55*F59;F37]

holds, thesis £ either is reducible equivalently to the theses belonging to
T20 or cannot belong to T21. On the other hand, if £ belongs to T23, it belongs to one of the following subtypes of T22:
T23 CCNaγT; T24 CCKaγδT; T25 CCAaγδT; T26 CCCaγδT;
T27 CCpγT9 where P is a variable and γ has no form Cδξ .
Since in the field of cA the following equivalent transformations:
(l8)AdT23:
(l9)AdT24:
(20) Ad T25:
(2lMrfT26:
(22) Ad T27:

{CCNaγT} ^ {CγT CNNaT}: [F55;F69;F79]
{CCKaγδT} «=? {CCaCγδV}: [F90;F9l]
{CCAaγδΓ} <=? {cCαδCCβδΓ}: [ F ϋ l FItfZ]
{CCCαyδΓ}^ {CδΓ CCyδCαΓ}: [-F55;2^I;F3i]
{CCpγV} <=? {CyΓ; CCpNpT}: [F55;F66;F57]

hold, we know that thesis £, if it exists, is such that
(i) in virtue of (17) it cannot belong T24
(j) if (£• belongs to one of the types T23, T25, T26 or T27, then in the field
of cA £ is inferetially equivalent to one or two such theses that either
(α)are shorter than £ and belong to T9 (c/. (18), (21) and (22)) or
(β) belong to T19, but instead of one antecedent of the form CKaγδ or
CAaγδ orCCaγδ which, eventually, £ can have they possess two antecedents
each of which is shorter than that from which they are generated (cf. (20)
and (21))
or
(γ) belong to T20.
If the first case occurs, then, obviously, the application of the reasonings presented above to them will reduce equivalently each of the theses
under discussion to one or several theses belonging to the cases (β) and
(y). On the other hand the application of the deductions presented in (17)(22) to the theses of (β) transform these theses gradually and in an equivalent way into one or several theses belonging to the type T20. It is evident
that it always take place, because the deductions indicated in (17)-(22) give
the formulas which either are shorter than the initial formula or have instead of one, two antecedents each of which is shorter than that from which
they are generated.
Thus, it is proved that in the field of cA thesis £ is inferentially equivalent to one or several theses belonging to T20. Therefore, since £ is an
independent thesis, there must exist independent theses belonging to T20.
6.4.3 Hence, let us assume that % is the shortest independent thesis
belonging to the type T20. Obviously, every formula of T20 has the following form
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CαiCofaCoiaC. ..Canβ

where β is not an implication and, for any 2 ^i ^n, oti either is small
German letter, say α, , or has a more complicated form. If the latter case
occurs, in virtue of MR I such formula is equivalent to
COίiCdzC.

.CCίnCdiβ

i.e. to a formula which belongs to one of the types T11-T19. Hence the application of the reasonings which are presented in 6.4.1 and 6.4.2 so many
times as needed allows us to establish without any difficulty that a formula
of T20 either is not an independent thesis or is equivalent to one or several
such formulas of T20 that each of them belongs to the type
T28 CαxCαaC.. .Canβ9 where β is not an implication and, for
1 < i < n, and for a given small Latin letter, say p, α* is either p or Np or
NNp or CpNp.
It is clear that it always take place, because the operations proved in
6.4.1 and 6.4.2 allow us to eliminate gradually and equivalentially functors
K and A from each antecedent of any formula of T20, and to split each implicational antecedent belonging to such a formula and having no form CpNp
into two shorter antecedents than the previous one. Thus, if there is the
shortest independent thesis 2) of T20, then there must exist independent
theses belonging to T28.
6.5
of T28.
viously,
say that

Therefore, let us assume that § is the shortest independent thesis
Then, accepting a convenient abbreviationT = α 1 Cα 2 C...Cα w (obthis abbreviation does not present a well-formed formula) we can
β possesses a form
CΎβ

where β is not an implication and, clearly, has no form NNNΎ. Hence, (5, if
it exists, must belong to one of the following subtypes of T28
T29 CΎNKaβ; T30 CΎNAaβ; T31 CΎNCaβ; T32 CΎNNKaβ;
T33 CΎNNAaβ; T34 CΎNNCaβ; T35 CTKaβ; T36 CΎAaβ;
T37 CΎb, where, for any small Latin letter, say p, b is either p or A7£
or NNp
Since in the field ofc^ we have MR 11-MR I Vat our disposal, the following deductions
(23) Ad T29: {CΎNKaβ} ^ {CΎCNNaNβ}: [MRl\';F96;F95]
(24) Ad T30: {CΎNAaβ} z* {CΎCNaNβ; CΎCNβNa CΐCaNa CΎCβNβ}:
[MR IV; F15; F16; Fl 02; F104; F123]
(25) AdT3): {CΎNCaβ} ^ {Cΐa CΎNβ}:
[MR\\\;F79;F5;F4]
(26) Ad T32: {CΎNNKaβ} ϊ* {CΎNNa;CΎNNβ}: [MRll;F99;F100]
(27) Ad T33: {CΎNNAaβ} ^ {CΎCNNaCNNβCCaNaβ CΎCNβNNa}:
[bAR\\;F121;FH8;F12θ]
(28) Ad T34: {CΎNNCaβ} i=? {CΎCaNNβ}: [MRM;F84;F86]
(29)AdT35: {CΎKaβ} z+ {Cΐa; CΎβ}: [UR\\\;F92;F93;F94]
(30)AdT36: {CΎAaβ}<=? {CΎCCaββ}: [MR\\;F109;F106]
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hold. It shows that (S, if it exists, is such that in the field of cA it is equivalent to one or several theses of T20, but such that each of them has the
last consequence shorter than © possesses. Since, as we know, any formula
of T20 is equivalent to one or several formulas of T29, in each of which the
last consequence has the same length as in a formula of T20 under consideration, an application of the deductions given in 6.4 and presented above in
6.5 and, if needed, of MRI, MRII, F24, F72 and F73 so many times as required, implies that thesis & is equivalent to one or several formulas belonging to T37. Hence, if © does not belong to T37, there are the independent theses of T37, and among them there is the shortest one.
6.6 Any formula of T37 obviously has the form
Cc^CcigC.. .Canb9 where, for 1 < i ^ w, and for a given small Latin
letter, say p9 α, is either/? or Np or NNp or CpNp, and for a given small
Latin letter, say q, b is either q or Nq or NNq
If in such formula, for 1 < z < j < n, α, = α; , then in virtue of MRI, F38 and
F20 antecedent α; can be eliminated from this formula. Hence, assuming
that g is the shortest independent thesis of T37, we know that g must belong
to a certain subtype of T37, viz.
T38

Ca1Ca2C.. .Canb, where, for 1 ^ί<j

^n, α, Ψα;

6.6o1 An analysis of the forms of the formulas of T38 allows us to
distinguish the following cases.
I. Certain small Latin letter, say p, occurs in one only αf , for 1 < i < n .
ΠI. Certain small Latin letter, say p, occurs in two only α, and α; , for
1 <{ < j < w .
ΠI. Certain small Latin letter, say /?, occurs in three only α, ,α; , and α^,
f or 1 < i < j < k ^ n.
IV. Certain small Latin letter, say p, occurs in four only a{ ,α; 9ak and am ,
for 1 <ί<j<k<m
^n.
Hence the cases I-ΓV divide all formulas belonging to T38 into fifteen
subtypes which due to MRI can be presented as follows
T39 CpCa2C. .Canb
\
T40 CNpCa2C. . . Cαwb
f
™CNNPCa2C...Cattί>
\
w*rβ,
T42 CCpNpCa2C. . . Canb )
T43 CpCNpCa3C. . . Canb
T44 CpCNNpCa3C. . . Canb
T45 CpCCpNpCa3C... Canb
T46 CNpCNNpCa3C. . . Canb
T47 CNpCCpNpCa3C. . . Cαwb
T48 CNNp€CpNpCa3C. . . Cαwb
T49 CpCNpCNNpCa4C. . . Cαwb
T50 CpCNpCCpNpCa^C. . . Cα«b
T51 CpCNNpCCpNpCa4C... Cαwb
T52 CNpCNNpCCpNpCa4C. . . Cαwb

^
o ^
to 2 s , * », no * occu™ u» *

where, for 3 < z < w,
no p occurs in a{

where, for 4 ^i
no /> occurs in α,

^n,
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T53 CpCNpCNNpCCpNpCa5C... Canb , where, for 5 2= i <. w, no /> occurs in α,
Since in the field of *τ/ every formula belonging to one of the types T43,
T45, T46, T49, T50, T51, T52 and T53 is an obvious consequence of F20,
F39, F2, F36 and MR I, the independent thesis g of T38, if it exists, must
belong to one of the remaining types, viz. T39, T40, T41, T42, T44, T47 and
T48. In each of the latter seven types we can distinguish two subtypes according to the following cases:
I. letter p does not occur in b
and
Π. Letter p occurs in b
6.7 If the types T39, T40, T41, T42, T44, T47 and T48 satisfy the condition of case I, then using Γ as an abbreviation of formula Cam C.. .Canb,
for m =2 or 3, we can present the formulas belonging to these types as
follows
T54 CpT^p) (forT39); T55 CNpΓ(-p) (for T40); T56 CNNpΓ(.p) (for T41)
T57 CCpNpΓ^p) (for T42); T58 CpCNNpΓ^ (for T44);
T59 CNpCCpNpΓ^p) (for T47); T60 CNNpCCpNpT^ (for T48)
Since, obviously, Γ represents always a formula of T38 and since in the
field of cA the deductions
(31)AdT54:
(32) Ad T55:
(33) Ad T56:
(34) Ad T57:
(35) Ad T58:
(36)A2T59:

{CpT^p)} «=? { Γ w } : [F19;F2θ]
{CNpT{.p) } ^ { T^p)}: [F73; F2θ]
{CNNpT^}
^ {Γ { . p ) }: [F73;F2θ]
{CCpNpT^} & {T^p)}: [F74;F2θ]
{CpCNNpΓ^p) } ί=? { Γ ( - p ) }: [FI5; F73; F 2 2 ]
{CNpCCpNpΓ^} ί=? { r ^ > } : [F75;F74;F^2]

hold, thesis 8 , being the shortest independent thesis of T38, cannot belong
to the types T54-T59. Also, it cannot belong to T60. Namely, let us assume
to the contrary that g belongs to T60. Then g possesses the form
CNNpCCpNpT^p)
Since, by assumption, £H1 and βZ verify g, the value of g is always 3.
Hence we have
3 = g = CNNpCCpNpT^p) = CNNlCClNlT(.p)

= CN2CC12T(rP) =C3C3T(rP)

regardless of the value which formula Γ(.P) takes. But, according to βl,
any formula C3C3a = 3 if and only if a = 3. Hence, g is verified by ^Hl if
and only if Γ^p) is a thesis. Therefore, since Γ(_p) belongs to T38, is
shorter than g and, besides, by F22, implies g, the latter thesis cannot be
the shortest independent thesis of T38. Thus, g does not belong to T60.
6.8 Whence it remains to analyse the second possibility, viz. that the
types T39, T40, T41, T42, T44, T47 and T48 satisfy the condition of case Π.
But, clearly, if an arbitrary formula £ belongs to one of the types now considered, then in virtue of MR I and the reasonings given in 6.7 we can
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dismiss in an equivalential way from £ any such α which contains a small
Latin letter not occuring in b. Hence, if g belongs to one of the types which
are now discussed, it must possesses one of the following forms
T61 Cpb{p) (for T39); T62 CNpb(p) (for T40); T63 CNNpb(p) (for T41)
T64 CCpNpb(p) (for T42); T65 CpCNNpb(p) (for T44);
166 CNpCCpNpb(p) (for T47); 161 CNNpCCpNpb(p) (for T48)
Since b(P) is either p or Np or NNp9 each of the types T61-T67 represents only three formulas, namely:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

In the
In the
In the
In the
In the
In the

case
case
case
case
case
case

of
of
of
of
of
of

T61:
T62:
T63:
T64:
T65:
T66:

Zl Cpp; Z2 CpNp; Z3 CpNNp
Z4 CNpp; Z5 CNpNp; Z6 CNpNNp
Z7 CNNpp; Z8 CNNpNp; Z9 CNNpNNp
Z10 CCpNpp; Zll CCpNpNp; Z12 CCpNpNNp
Z13 CpCNNpp; Z14 CpCNNpNp; Z15 CpCNNpNNp
Z16 CNpCCpNpp; Z17 CNpCCpNpNp;
Z18 CNpCCpNpNNp
7) In the case of T67: Z19 CNNpCCpNpp; Z20 CNNpCCpNpNp;
Z21 CNNpCCpNpNNp

But, formulas Zl, Z3, Z5, Z9, Z13, Z15, Z17 and Z21 are either the
theses F19, F72, F20 and F21 or the substitutions of these theses. Hence,
g, as an independent thesis, cannot be one of them.
On the other hand, the formulas Z2, Z4, Z6, Z7, Z8, Z10, Zll, Z12,
Z14, Z16, Z189 Z19 and Z20 are falsified by matices βl and βt. Namely,
Z2% for p/3: C3N3 = C32 = 2; Z4, for p/2: CN22 = C32 = 2; Z6, for p/2:
CN2NN2 = C3N3 = C32 = 2; Z7, ίovp/1: CNN11 = CN21 = C31 = 1; Z8} for
p/1: CNN1N1 = CN22 = C32 = 2; Z10, for p/2: CC2N22 = CC232 = C32 = 2;
Zll, for p/l: CC1N1N1 =CC122 = C32 =2; Z12, for p/2: CC2N2NN2 =
CC23N3 = C32 = 2; Z14 , for p/3: C3CNN3N3 = C3CN22 = C3C32 = C32 = 2;
Z16, for p/2: CN2CC2N22 = C3CC232 = C3C32 = C32 = 2\ Z18, for p/2:
CN2CC2N2NN2 = C3CC23N3 = C3C32 = C32 = 2; Z19\ for p/l: CNN1CC1N11
= CN2CC121 = C3C31 = C31 = 1\ Z20,ίor p/l: CNN1CC1N1N1 = CN2CC122
= C3C32 = C32 = 2. Since, by assumption, g is verified by βl and β2, 8
cannot be one of these formulas.
6.9 Thus, the shortest independent thesis g of T38 does not exist, and,
therefore, since it has been proved before that if there exists the shortest
thesis which is independent from the axiom-system F1-F18, then in the
field of c4 this thesis is inferentially equivalent to one or several independent theses belonging to T38, it completes the proof that every formula
verified by the matrices ^ 1 - ^ 4 is a consequence of the axioms F1-F18
taken together with the rules Rl and Rll.
7 Mutual independency of the axioms F1-F18.
five matrices

The following twenty-
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in which an asterisk indicates the designated value, establish the mutual
independency of F1-F18. We have to note that β 1-^(14 are the characteristic matrices of s y s t e m ^ , and that ^1-^125 satisfy the rules Rl and Rll.
Then:
1) £122-^25 verify F2-F18, and they falsify Fl for p/0, q/2, r/2 and s/l:
CCC022CC20C10 = CC32C10 = CIO = 0
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2) βl, βS, £13 and £14 verify Fl and F3-F18, and they falsify F2 for p/3
and q/l: CN3C31 = C31 = 1
3) βl, βB, βl and £14 verify Fl, F2 and F4-F18, and they falsify F3 for

p/1: CCN11NN1 = CC11N1 = C31 = 1
4) β7 and βZ-β$ verify F1-F3 and F5-F18, and they falsify JF4 for p/3
and #/£: C3CN2NC32 = C3C3N1 = C3C32 = C52 = i
5) £18 and β2-β4 verify F2-F4 and F6-F18, and they falsify F 5 for p/3
and tf/i: CNC31N1 = CN22 = C32 = £
6) £11, £12, ^ 4 and βB verify F2-.F5 and F7-F18, and they falsify F 6 for
p/1 and 0/3: CiΠ3i = C31 = 1
7) βl, βZ, £14 and £110 verify F1-F6, and F8-F18, and they falsify FZfor
p/3 and q/l: CK311 = C31 = 1
8) βl, βZ, £14 and £111 verify F1-F7 and F9-F18, and they falsify FSfor
p/3 and 0/3: C3C3K33 = C3C31 = C31 = 1
9) £11, £12, ^H4 and βlZ verify J P J - F 5 and F10-F18, and they falsify F 9
for p/2 and ^ / i : CN2NK21 = C3N1 = C32 = 2
10) βl, βZ, βΊ and βn verify F 1 - F 5 and F11-F18, and they falsify F10
for p/3 and ^/2: CN2NK32 = C3N1 = C32 = 2
11) βl, βZ, β4 and βU verify F1-F10 and F12-F18, and they falsify F1J
for />/i and ςr/j: CNN1CNN1NNK11 =CN2CN2NN2 = C3C3N3 = C3C32 =
C3£ = ^
12) ^ 1 , ^ ' 2 , ^H3 and βlS verify Fl-Fll and F13-F18, and they falsify JF\Z£
for p/3 and g/i: C3A31 = C31 = 1
13) βl, βZ, βZ and $116 verify F1-F12 and F14-F18, and they falsify F i 3
for p/1 and 0/3: C 3 ^ i 3 = C31 = 1
14) £11, βZ, βZ and £117 verify F1-F13 and F15-F18, and they falsify F i 4
for />/£, tf/2 and r/l: CA21CC21CC111 = C3C3C31 = C3C31 = C31 = 1
15) βl, βZ, βZ and £118 verify F1-F14 and F16-F18, and they falsify F i 5
for p/2 and # / l : CNA21CN2N1 = CN2C32 = C32 = 2
16) £11, £12, £13 and £119 verify F1-F15 and F17 and F i S , and they falsify
F16 for p / i and q/2: CNA12CN2N1 = CN2C32 = C32 = 2
17) £11, £12, £13 and £120 verify F1-F16 and F18, and they falsify F17 for
p/1 and q/2: CN2CN2NA22 = C3C3N1 = C3C32 = C£2 = 2
18) £11, £12, £13 and £121 verify F1-F17, and they falsify .F2S for p / j and
q/l: CC1N1CC1N1CNN1CNN1NA11 = CC12CC12CN2CN2N1 =
C3C3C3C32 = C3C3C32 = C3C3£ = C32 = 2
8 Degree of completeness of system cA. Let us assume that a wellformed {C N K A} -formula
Φ(P> 4> r , . . . )
is not a thesis of system ^ , i.e. that there is at least one such substitution
of the values 1, 2 and 3 for the variables occuring in Φ such that Φ is falsified by £U-£t4. Since, by assumption, such substitution exists, we can assume that we substitute p, NCpp and Cpp for variables occuring inΦ in the
same way as it would be done with the substitution of 1, 2 and 3 for the
same variables respectively in order to falsify Φ by £tl-£ί4. Thus, there is
a formula
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Φ(P,NCpp,Cpp)
which, by Rl, we can obtain from Φ and which is such that, since the formulas NCpp and Cpp have the constant values 2 and 3 respectively, it is
falsified by £U-£t4, if we substitute 1 for p. Hence, for p/1,
Φ (p, NCpp, Cpp) has value 1 or 2.
On the other hand, since formula CCNppp is such that, for p/2 or p/3,
its value is 3, and only for p/1 we have CCN111 = CC211 = C31 = 1, the following formula
CΦ(p9 NCpp, Cpp)CCNppp
is, obviously, satisfied by ^1-^114, and, therefore, is a consequence of
F1-F18. Whence, the addition of an arbitrary well-formed {C N K A}formula which is falsified by ^1-^14 to F1-F18 as a new axiom allows as to
deduce CCNppp, and, therefore, to obtain at least the complete bi-valued
propositional calculus. It proves that the degree of completeness of system
cA is 3.
9 Mutual independency of the functors C, N, K and A in system <A. Using the reasoning similar to the deductions given by McKinsey in [15J we
can easily prove that in the field of cA no one of these functors is definable
in terms of the other three. For this end let us accept as a model such
subsystem £ of the nine-valued propositional calculus with one designated
value that £ satisfies the following conditions:
(a) the rules Rl and Rll hold in£,
(b) system £ contains every thesis which is verified by the following five
matrices
C \l \2 3 4\δ

6 7 8 sΠ

p \Np
26

i-illlillil

AI1AJ?_Z_JLJLJliLjL
Ml* l i i - i i i i m
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J-JLJLJLJLILJLJLJLJL
* |p|i|^|3|^|5|g|7|8\9\
K\l\2\3\4\δ\6\7\8\9
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* \9\ 5
I

U|ip|3U|5|g|7|g|P
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11AA_LHZ_11.

JLΛ-JLJLJLίLILlLaLίL
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\5\6\7\8\9

ΪZZΐΐϊΐΐϊϊ
ZZϊΐϊϊϊϊϊϊ
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llilZiiliL
iiiΐZZΪZZϊ

* lp|i|^|^l^|5|g|7|gpΓ

in which an asterisk indicates the designated value, and
(c) system £ does not contain a {C\N\K\A\E} - formula which is falsified by
£t26-£t30.
I omit here an easy proof that the matrices £126-£129 verify only such
theses which are the consequences of F1-F18. Now, let us suppose that
there are such well-formed formulas Φx {N; K; A](pq), Φ2{C; K; A}(pq),
Φ3{C;N;A}(pq) andΦ 4 {C; N; K}(pq) (where Φ^N; K; A}{pq) etc mean that in
Φx only the functors N, K and A and the variables p and q occur, etc) that
the following formulas
(1) ECpqΦΛN K AKpq)
(2) ENp Φ2_{C; K;_A}(pp)
(3)
EKpqΦs{C;N;A}(pq)
(4)
EApqΦ4{C;N;K}(pq)
are the theses of £. But, an inspection of the matrices £126-£129 shows that
the operations C, N, K and A are defined there in such a way that
α) for the values 4, 5, 6, 8 and 9 functors N, K and A are closed in the subset of the values {5, 6, 8, 9},
b) for the value 9 C,K and A are closed in the subset {9},
c) for the values 3, 5, 6, 8 and 9 C, N and A are closed in the subset
{3, 5, 6, 8, 9}, and

b) for the values i , 2, 5, 5, 6, 8, and 9 C, N and K are closed in the subset
{1,2,3,5,6,8,9},
It proves that the formulas (l)-(4) cannot be true in £. Namely:
Ad(l):
By β2S, C64 = 7, by α) Φ^iV K; A}(64)
and, by ^ 3 0 , E7p = 9 if and only if p = 7.
Ad (2): By JH27, ΛΓ9 = 5, by b) Φ2{C; ϋΓ; A} (99)
by £H30, £5/) = 9 if and only ίί p = 5
Ad (3): By JR28, /ΓS3 = 2 , by c), Φ3{C; N;A}(83)
by £130, £2/> = 9 if and only if p = 2
Ad (4): By βZ%,All = 4, by b),Φ4{C;N;K}(lϊ)
by £130, E4p = 9 if and only ίϊ p = 4.

cannot have the value

7,

cannot have the value 5, and,
cannot have the value 2, and,
cannot have the value 4, and,

Thus, we obtain a proof that in the field of cA the primitive functors
C, iV, ifand A are not mutually definible. Since system A of Vuckovic is a
subsystem of <A, it also holds for that system.
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10 Functional incompleteness of the system <A. An inspection of the
matrices βl-β4
shows at once that in the field of c4 the following, e.g.,
three-valued functor

J_l_
2_]__
~3\1
cannot be defined in terms of the primitive functors C, N9 if and A, because
for the values 2 and 3 these functors are closed in the subset of the values
{2,3}. Hence, no well-formed formula Φ5{C;N; K; A}(pq) is such that for
p = 3 and q - 3 a value of these formula could be 1. Thus, in the field of <A
it is impossible to define functor J9 and, therefore, system c4 is functionally
incomplete.
11 Final remarks. It was established in 2.5.3 {cf. [l4], p. 145) that the
following theses F1(C), F2(A11)9 F3 (BIO), F6 (Bl), F7 (B2), F8 (B3),
F12 (B4),F13 (B5)9F14 {B6),F128 {£14)9F126 {£15) ϊmάF99 (A 16) constitute the axiom-system B4 of Vuckovic's system A Since the theses Fl9 F29
F39 F6, F79 F8, F129 F13 and F14 are the axioms of J and F1289 F126 and
F99 are proved in 5.1, and, besides, since not only in the field of c49 but
even in A it can be proved without any difficulty that
a) F128 is equivalent to Fll,
b) F126 is equivalent to F17
and
c) F99 is equivalent to the conjunction of F9 and F109
it is clear that system <?/isa proper extension of A obtained by the addition
to B4 of the new axioms F4, F5, F159 F16 and F18 whose independency from
B4 is given in 7.
In [l3] Vuckovic notices that he was unable to prove in the field of A the
formulas Wl and W2 although they are verified by his recursive model. An
analysis of the proofs of these theses, cf. [14], pp. 150 and 151, formulas
F127 and F879 explains this situation fully. Namely, in the field of <A theses
F127 and FSZare obtained in virtue of the axioms F16 and F5 respectively.
In fact, the matrices ^ 1 - ^ 3 and β\B which in 7 falsify F16 reject also
F127 for p/1: NNA1NΓ= NNA12 = ~NN2 = N3 = 2, and the matrices βB and
£H2-4R4 used in order to prove the independency of F5 falsify also F87 ίor
p/1: NNCNN11 = NNCN21 = NNC31 = NN2 = N3 = 2. Moreover, we have
to note that in the field of <A thesis
WΓ

NNANpp

which, obviously, is akin to Wl and which is easily provable by F1209 F2
and F72 is not connected with-Fi6, but with the axiom F15. The matrices
βl-fil
and βlB which falsify F15 reject also Wl1 for P/1: NNAN11 =
NNA21 = NN2 =N3 =2.
These considerations and the fact that axiom A16 (F99) of Vuckovic is
not verified by his recursive model {cf. [l4], p. 141) show clearly that sys-
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tern A is an entirely unadequate axiomatization of the propositional calculus
which is defined by the recursive model given in [13].
It is known that Glivenko has proved that if {C;N;K'>A -formula of the
form Na is a thesis of the bi-valued propositional calculus, then it is also
provable in the intuitionistic logic of Hey ting.4 It is worth while to note that
this theorem of Glivenko is not valid for system <A. Viz., e.g., the bi-valued
thesis NNCCpNpNp is falsified by βl -β4 for p/1: NNCC1N1N1 = NNCC122
= NNC32 = NN2 =N3 =2.
NOTES
3. In[l4], p. 149, line 16, there is an obvious typographical error. Viz.,
instead of "*F55 CCCpqrCpr " must be "*F55 CCCpqrCqr."
4O Cf. [14], p. 152, note 2.
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